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DIRAK Introduces a New Swinghandle
Cost effective, low profile design for multi-point latching applications.

DIRAK’S new low-profile design Swinghandle is ideal for applications requiring limited protrusion off the panel face enhancing the aesthetics of overall cabinet design. The 2-085SL Swinghandle includes a stop feature at 90° to prevent over-rotation of the cam. It can be used for both left and right hand applications by simply reversing the cam adapter and the cam. The 2-085SL can be used with all standard 1, 2, or 3-pt cams/adapters.

This new Swinghandle comes with a shutter on the lock cylinder that prevents dust and debris from entering and damaging the lock. The standard Swinghandle comes with the DIRAK 1333 key, but can be keyed different/mixed upon request. These Swinghandles are pre-assembled and incorporate DIRAK’s D-SNAP® Technology for quick installation without tools or mounting hardware. In this product, the D-SNAP® Technology mechanism is only at the top of the 2-085SL Swinghandle. The bottom is inserted through the panel cut-out and incorporates a “hook” feature for mounting in place of the snap element.
Benefits of D-SNAP® Technology include:

• Eliminates the concern of mounting hardware becoming loose over time, falling onto and damaging the equipment inside the enclosure.

• Ability to withstand vibration environments and heavy loads while still maintaining a secure, tight fit.

• Dramatically decreases assembly cost, as installation is quick and easy and can be achieved in just seconds. Simply insert the Swinghandle through the rectangular panel cut-out and push until it clicks into place. The audible click ensures secure fastening.

• Reduces inventory by eliminating the need for bolts, nuts and washers.

• Designed for disassembly for maintenance or repair and end-of-life recycling. Products can be removed from the panel with a tool from the inside. Slide the tool over the wings to retract them and the product slides out of the panel cut-out. Cannot be uninstalled from the exterior.

Target Markets & Applications

Ideal for any sheet-metal door applications and for telecommunications or industrial enclosures that require a locking mechanism. Can be used for 1, 2 or 3-pt latching applications:

• Telecommunications Enclosures: indoor applications
• Industrial Machinery Enclosures: access doors and panels
• Medical Equipment: storage cabinets with door or access panels
• Power Industry: indoor applications that house power distribution equipment
• 19” Rack Industry: enclosure doors

DIRAK is a global designer, manufacturer, and distributor of innovative, high quality system solutions for latching, hinging and profile technology. DIRAK products are sold and distributed globally through a network of authorized sales representatives.

For additional information, contact DIRAK, Inc., 22560 Glenn Drive, Sterling, Virginia, USA. Tel: 703-378-7637, Fax: 703-378-7638, E-mail: options@dirak.com Website: www.snaplinebydirak.com or www.dirak.com
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